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The Book of the Rogue 1926
ethan damont s legendary gambling skills have earned him a place at the gaming tables of london s most exclusive homes he has used his
dubious place in society to aid the liar s club but his latest favor to the group has not only put his life in danger it has thrown him
together with the woman who tempts him to forgo his rakish ways lady jane pennington is the ravishing niece of a suspected traitor now it s
ethan s job to discover if the woman he finds irresistible is naïve to her uncle s deceit or guilty of treason against the crown jane can
barely wait for the season to end until she meets ethan damont after a humiliating first encounter jane expects a scoundrel like ethan to
joke at her expense instead he behaves like a perfect gentleman but just as jane finds herself overcome by her desire for ethan he takes
her captive suddenly she is pulled into a dangerous world where it s impossible to know who is friend and who is foe will ethan prove to be
her undoing or the love she has always longed for

The Rogue 2007-04-01
anna barrett is more comfortable filling tankards at the white heron theater than shopping for corsets her take no prisoners attitude has
earned her a tough reputation where she was once innocent and naive now she s vowed never to be ensnared by a man again except robert alden
is not just any man gorgeous dashing and decidedly reckless this playwright has left a trail of broken hearts across london he s also a spy
on a dangerous assignment anna cannot help getting embroiled in his mission even if this seemingly untameable rogue is the last person with
whom she should become involved

The Taming of the Rogue 2012-05-01
only one woman can get past his guard in the final instalment of the beloved moorehouse legacy series from new york times bestselling
author j r ward writing as jessica bird originally published as the perfect distraction michael spike moriarty has had a thing for madeline
maguire ever since she first walked up to him as if she wasn t the most gorgeous woman on the planet and asked to see his tattoos but he
knows that the attraction can only go one way he could never be the man for her he has a dark history that very few know about and even
worse it s all about to come to the surface nth child 5 nth child 3 nth child 4 nth child 1 nth child 2 nth child 2 nth child 3 nth child 1
nth child 2 nth child 1 nth child 4 data ae styles display inline position static float none clear none overflow visible column count auto
column width auto column span none contain none style box sizing inherit color 0a0a0a font family poppins arial font size 16px background
color fefefe nth child 5 nth child 3 nth child 4 nth child 1 nth child 2 nth child 2 nth child 3 nth child 1 nth child 2 nth child 1 nth
child 5 data ae styles display inline position static float none clear none overflow visible column count auto column width auto column
span none contain none style box sizing inherit color 0a0a0a font family poppins arial font size 16px background color fefefe madeline s
been burned enough in the past to know better but spike is the only man that has caught her eye time and time again for some reason he s
determined to avoid her but when she desperately needs help to ward off her scheming family spike is the one at her side and even though he
says they can only be friends his actions tell a very different story
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The Rogue 2014-08-01
when nicholas hendry returned safe from the crusades he vowed he would no longer woo every comely wench in the shire but he hadn t counted
on the fiery charms of the inkeeper s daughter beatrice thibault a young miss with no room in her life or her heart for him if beatrice
thibault had her way nicholas hendry would never learn of the son he had sired indeed the man was more knave than knight in her eyes no
matter how winning his ways or warm his smile she would never succumb to his charms

THE ROGUE 2014-04-15
discover the magic of trudi canavan with her brand new novel in the traitor spy trilogy living among the sachakan rebels lorkin does his
best to learn about their unique magic but the traitors are reluctant to trade their secrets for the healing they so desperately want
meanwhile sonea searches for the rogue knowing that cery cannot avoid assassination forever but the rogue s influence over the city s
underworld however is far greater than she feared and in the university two female novices are about to remind the guild that sometimes
their greatest enemy is found within

The Rogue 2011-05-11
who was that masked man no not him the other one brian ryan the mild mannered sheriff of parched throat arizona is summoned to rescue the
clayfoot indian tribe from the clutches of randolph hitlear an ex confederate general out to steal their gold in order to finance another
civil war when he finds himself outnumbered by hitlear s gang a duplicitous indian agent and a scheming saloon chanteuse sheriff ryan
adopts the guise of the mysterious masked avenger known as the rogue a western comedy melodrama filled with laughs romance and more fun
than a barrel full of lizards on a tequila bender performance rights are available

The Legend of the Rogue 2015-04-20
the bourne matrimonial agency has one rule never fall in love with a client which shouldn t be a problem when one s faking an engagement to
the rogue across the street ainsley bourne needs the family business to succeed but one obstacle stands in her way reed sterling the huge
handsome former prize fighter and owner of the gaming hell across the street his scandalous customers scare off all her marriage minded
patrons and since the devilish brute has no intention of relocating she sets out to ruin his unsavory establishment yet when a vile suitor
from her past reappears ainsley hastily claims an attachment to the first man who comes to mind mr sterling to be exact reed doesn t know
who is more surprised by miss bourne s declaration she clearly hates him and he d never admit their arguments simmer with unrequited
attraction something about the pleading look in her eyes calls to reed and against his better judgment he quickly plays the part of the
besotted fiancé pretending to be in love requires a convincing charade but with each tantalizing touch and every scandalous kiss ainsley
starts to wonder if reed was ever really the enemy at all
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The Rogue to Ruin 2019-07-30
meddling in a game of hearts comes naturally to louisa rockwood countess of argaty who with help from her sisters and brother percy ensures
ophelia and mathias find the sensual steamy hea they deserve a reckless proposal ophelia templeton s dead husband viscount havenstock
convinced her she was incapable of passion when her father wagers and loses their home to the earl of thornbury she presents him with a
rash proposal the return of her home in exchange for the challenge of teaching her to feel passion unfortunately she s propositioned the
wrong man a counter offer mathias gilchrist has always protected the interests of his brother the earl of thornbury when ophelia mistakes
him for his brother he thinks she s one more in a long line of women eager to be a countess despite his initial impression mathias is
intrigued by ophelia and he makes her a counter offer in a game of seduction and passion ophelia and mathias never dreamed the stakes for
happiness would be this high but with the help of the reckless rockwoods they ll find their hea other books in the reckless rockwoods
series and novels book 1 obsession sebastian and helen book 2 dangerous constance and lucien book 3 the highlander s woman patience and
julian scottish setting book 4 redemption rhea and percy book 5 the beastly earl louisa and ewan scottish setting the reckless rockwoods
novels prominently feature different members of the rockwood family as they meddle in their friends lives to ensure they find a happy
ending the reckless rockwoods novels book 1 the rogue s offer reluctant rogues ophelia and mathias featuring louisa rockwood colquhoun
countess of argaty book 2 the rogue s countess reluctant rogues gideon and phoebe featuring constance rockwood blakemore countess of
lyndham and her husband lucien the reckless rockwoods series and the reckless rockwoods novels are steamy victorian historical romance
books filled with suspense intrigue ghosts psychics the paranormal villains highlanders and alpha males who succumb to the love of a woman
five siblings descended from highlanders whose motto is to never refuse a challenge no matter what the reason whether it s scandalous
passions wicked seductions wanton pleasures meddling in the love affairs of friends or tragedy each of these stories focuses on the hero
heroine finding their sensually spicy hea sexual tension as scorching as the desert sylvia day 1 new york times bestselling author monica
burns writes with sensitivity and panache sabrina jeffries nyt bestselling author

The Rogue's Comedy 1896
six long years have passed since angela sullivan set eyes on a man six years since the man she loved ruined her and her parents banished
her to stanbrook abbey where she s now preparing to take her vows of poverty obedience and chastity but when the abbey takes in a handsome
if impudent injured rogue it will take divine intervention for angela to quell her sinful thoughts if lord phillip were not in such pain
from his riding accident he would consider himself lucky to be staying in a building full of women but his rakish reputation has preceded
him true phillip may not be his angelic twin brother but as days become weeks his thoughts of angela grow nobler even as angela s thoughts
of him become less than holy

The Rogue's Offer - A Reckless Rockwoods Novel 2024-01-18
marriage was her only means of escape though honora tannach came of age amid the misty moors of the scottish highlands where warring clans
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battled to the death for the future of their wild land nothing frightens her so much as a lifetime trapped in the castle of her cruel
stepfather she is thrilled when a marriage is arranged to the son of a scottish laird until her betrothed is revealed to be cavan sinclare
though the savage warrior once saved her life honora knows no one can tame the heart of such a brute no matter now finely chiseled his
features or how enticing his eyes after escaping his captors cavan s only concern is protecting his clan from the menacing invaders who
threaten at every turn and his beautiful wife is a dangerous distraction but in the face of fiery passion their reluctance will fade and
cavan will discover that there is no greater strength than the power of true love

The Rogue and the Rival 2008-11-04
billions dead entire worlds under siege and no end in sight the most destructive war in the history of the galaxy has arrived and every
able bodied man and woman is mobilized save one carmen grey has been released from the facility into an uncertain future the young
clairvoyant can fly and read minds and has been trained since the age of six to do one thing and one thing only kill yet carmen struggles
with an entirely different battle how to ring up customers without them running away from her as she tries desperately to keep her life
from falling apart everything changes when someone close to her is swept into the conflict carmen vowed to never fight again but she will
have to rely on her best skill in a race against time when everything is on the line will she be able to stay good

Return of the Rogue 2009-10-13
smart sexy and always romantic julia quinn sunday times bestselling author of the bridgerton series fabulous eloisa james for a smart witty
and passionate historical romance i recommend anything by sarah maclean lisa kleypas the first in sarah maclean s sensational new scandal
scoundrels series all the fun and guilty pleasure of celebrity gossip with a regency twist lady sophie s society splash when sophie the
least interesting of the talbot sisters lands her philandering brother in law backside first in a goldfish pond she shocks society and
finds herself the target of very public aristocratic scorn leaving her no choice but to flee vowing to start a new life far from london
unfortunately the carriage in which she stows away isn t saving her from ruin it s filled with it rogue s reign of ravishment kingscote
king the marquess of eversley has never met a woman he couldn t charm which results in a reputation far worse than the truth a general
sense that he s more pretty face than proper gentleman and an irate summons home to the scottish border when king discovers stowaway sophie
however the journey becomes anything but boring war or more he thinks she s trying to trick him into marriage she wouldn t have him if he
were the last man on earth but carriages bring close quarters dark secrets and unbearable temptation making opposites altogether too
attractive this is the first novel in the regency romance scandal scoundrels series by new york time bestselling author sarah maclean
perfect for fans of lisa kleypas and eloisa james scandal scoundrel series the rogue not taken a scot in the dark the day of the duchess
praise for sarah maclean sarah maclean has reignited the romance genre with a bolder edge the new yorker funny smart feminist and
roastingly hot bookriot com do yourself a favor and discover the compelling magic of sarah maclean amanda quick maclean writes with an
entirely unique blend of elegance and ferocity that bursts from every page entertainment weekly great chemistry intelligence and sparkling
humor rt book reviews
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The Rogue Wolf 2021-06-08
chicago s quirky patron saint this thrilling story of a daughter of america s foremost industrialist john d rockefeller is complete with
sex money mental illness and opera divas and a woman who strove for the independence to make her own choices rejecting the limited gender
role carved out for her by her father and society edith rockefeller mccormick forged her own path despite pushback from her family and
ultimate financial ruin young edith and her siblings had access to the best educators in the world but the girls were not taught how to
handle the family money that responsibility was reserved for their younger brother a parsimonious upbringing did little to prepare edith
for life after marriage to harold mccormick son of the reaper king cyrus mccormick the rich young couple spent lavishly they purchased
treasures like the jewels of catherine the great entertained in grand style in a chicago mansion and contributed to the city s cultural
uplift founding the chicago grand opera they supported free health care for the poor founding and supporting the john r mccormick memorial
institute for infectious diseases later edith donated land for what would become brookfield zoo though she lived a seemingly enviable life
edith s disposition was ill suited for the mores of the time societal and personal issues not least of which were the deaths of two of her
five children caused edith to experience phobias and panic attacks dissatisfied with rest cures she ignored her father s expectations moved
her family to zurich and embarked on a journey of education and self examination edith pursued analysis with then unknown carl jung her
generosity of spirit led edith to become jung s leading patron she also supported up and coming musicians artists and writers including
james joyce as he wrote ulysses while edith became a jungian analyst her husband harold pursued an affair with an opera star after
returning to chicago and divorcing harold edith continued to deplete her fortune she hoped to create something of lasting value such as a
utopian community and affordable homes for the middle class edith s goals caused further difficulties in her relationship with her father
and are why he and her brother cut her off from the family funds even after the 1929 stock market crash ruined her edith s death from
breast cancer three years later was mourned by thousands of chicagoans respectful and truthful andrea friederici ross presents the full arc
of this amazing woman s life and expertly helps readers understand edith s generosity intelligence and fierce determination to change the
world

The Rogue's March 1900
an excerpt from the beginning of the preface when young man enters upon the business of life he may have some indefinite idea of what he
intends to follow out to the close thereof but he soon finds himself surrounded by circumstances which control his actions and business
pursuits and lead him into channels of thought and industry that had not previously entered into his philosophy at least i have found it to
be so and i have no doubt others have had a similar experience to become a lexicographer certainly never entered into my calculation or
even found a place in the castle building of my younger days and if a kind friend had suggested to me that i was destined to fill such a
position in life i would simply have regarded him as a fit subject for the care of the authorities this improbable event has now taken
place and i present myself to the world as the compiler of a language used in all parts of the world and yet understood connectedly but by
few persons the rogue fraternity have a language peculiarly their own which is understood and spoken by them no matter what their dialect
or the nation where they were reared many of their words and phrases owing to their comprehensive meaning have come into general use so
that a vocabulum or rogue s lexicon has become a necessity to the general reader but more especially to those who read police intelligence
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occupying the position of a special justice and chief of the police of the great metropolis of new york where thieves and others of a like
character from all parts of the world congregate and realizing the necessity of possessing a positive knowledge of every thing connected
with the class of individuals with whom it was my duty to deal i was naturally led to study their peculiar language believing that it would
enable me to converse with them more at ease and thus acquire a knowledge of their character besides obtaining from them information that
would assist me in the position i occupied and consequently be of great service to the public to accomplish this task was no mean
undertaking as i found that it required years of diligent labor to hunt up the various authorities and these when found proved only
partially available as much of the language in present use was unwritten and could only be obtained by personal study among first class
thieves who had been taught it in their youth the difficulties surrounding it did not deter me from following out my resolution and by
closely pursuing it i had opened up to me a fountain of knowledge that i could not have obtained if i had not possessed a clear
understanding of this peculiar dialect experience has since demonstrated to me that any man engaged in police business can not excel
without understanding the rogues language in the study of which they will find this lexicon of invaluable service

Gord the Rogue/Boxed Set 1988-09-01
he is a penniless baronet she is the wealthy great granddaughter of a tradesman can these childhood friends find their way back to each
other when scandal strikes them both sir perran geoffrey needs a wealthy bride to repair his family estate and to bring his sister out in
society but what woman with money and standing will accept him as a husband practically penniless his title under a cloud thanks to his ne
er do well father and an estate far away in cornwall alwyn penrose and her two sisters are in london for their first season imagine their
surprise when they meet the heirs of the neighboring estates gentlemen whom they are barely allowed to acknowledge for to be seen with the
rogues of st just means the death of one s reputation except that alwyn is seen more than once and the gossip spreads all the way to the
sacred portals of almack s which close in her face and end her hopes for a good marriage forever the ruin of her season is perran geoffrey
s fault and when they are both forced to return to cornwall only one thing is clear one good ruination deserves another the rogues of st
just they may be the most shocking men in mayfair but their hearts are all too vulnerable at home the rogue to ruin is a sweet confection
of a tale you won t be able to put down charlotte henry s witty writing will sweep you away into the regency period a rare charmer regina
scott author of the fortune s brides series

The Rogue Not Taken 2015-12-29
is it really so bad to be ruined when a cruel prank leaves the blind rosalind blake ripe for humiliation on a ballroom dance floor she is
rescued by an infamous rogue soon the innocent wallflower is seduced by the charm of adrian calwell the scandal chased baron of norbury who
is much more than he seems adrian s only goal in rescuing rose was to thwart another man s heartless trick but rose proves to be well worth
it and adrian is impressed by the unusual young lady unfortunately his reputation as a scoundrel makes it unlikely he ll never be allowed
near her again not that adrian has ever let what s allowed stop him for long when rumors begin to swirl about rose s own reputation and
threaten her whole future adrian takes matters into his own hands to find the source and defend her honor it will take all of adrian s
ingenuity and all of rose s daring to find the truth and prove to the world that there is a way for a rose and rogue to be together the
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wallflowers of wildwood series follows five young women as they leave their beloved boarding school and venture out into the cutthroat
world of the marriage mart get ready london these wallflowers are wilder than you think

The Rogue 1993
brothers of the rogue is set during the california oregon gold rush of the 1850 s this rich land attracted people from all over the world
europe asia america and even the hawaiian islands who came to seek their fortunes however the land was inhabited by others who resented
being driven from their homes by the miners as cultures collide two brothers and two sisters meet and find true love

Edith 2020-08-24
the whisperer is enraged that the crown prince is now king of the magical realm of triletus and seeks to depose him osi s roguish nephew
cato recognizes this and forms a band of youth calling themselves the jesters to prepare a counterinsurgency against the whisperer liam and
mia two children from new york city arrive to help who will prevail

The Rogue's Heiress 1910
lady katherine hamilton is a free spirit a child of nature who believes in of love at first sight however her dreams are derailed when she
breaks into the duke s house on a mission of mercy she becomes embroiled in a scandal and the perfect means for the darkly brooding duke to
seek retribution for the crimes against him hunter s bitterness blinds him to her innocence as much as her beauty blinds his reasoning to
thwart his enemies and satisfy his own passionate yearnings he forces her to marry him he has no idea when he uses her in his plot of
revenge that she ll be the healing force his tortured soul has been searching for not until she becomes the target of the murderer he s
been stalking does he admit the deep and everlasting love that sets his blood afire

Vocabulum; Or the Rogue's Lexicon 2013-12
a charming rogue a woman with responsibilities a highland romance you won t forget lowlander adair has more charm and wit than any one man
has a right to despite being abandoned by his mother when only four granted one year s leave from his duties to the elliot clan adair
travels to the highlands in search of kith and kin enjoying whichever women catch his eye along the way but no one can hold him and he
always leaves the next morning until he is beaten senseless and wakes to find his wounds being tended by a red headed emerald eyed beauty
who has him questioning his roguish ways orphaned at birth keila fearn spent her early years being shuffled from one relative to the next
but at the age of ten keila s greatest wish is granted when she is given drummin house by euphemia i countess of ross a woman she has never
met the only rule she can never wed or the house will revert back to the earl of buchan the idea of marriage has never appealed so keila
works hard to remain self sufficient and does everything possible to keep her home she is content with her life and needs nothing more
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until the battered stranger left on her doorstep shows her that a home is nothing without a heart

The Rogue to Ruin 2019-10-31
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Rose and the Rogue 2021-10-19
his mate killed in an explosion damien now lives as a rogue werewolf grief stricken and filled with rage what depths will he sink to in his
search for revenge and who will be caught in the crossfire will it be eve a fae just entering the awakening stage or rafe mcrae part empath
and part wolf a suspense driven story of love betrayal and revenge

Brothers of the Rogue 2017-01-05
under cover of darkness a highwayman silently waits in an approaching carriage travels a beautiful woman entirely alone lady roisin
melville is escaping london and the fortune hunting gentlemen of the ton only to be held up by a masked figure he demands her money or her
life she will sacrifice neither but something about his broad shoulders and soft scottish burr keeps her from immediately firing her pistol
with her gun trained on this daring rogue can roisin persuade him to take nothing more than a kiss

The Rogue: Or The Life Or Guzman De Alfarache 1884
a rogue s life was published in a magazine some twenty years before it was made into a book it is a very clever story and the interest is
well sustained throughout there is just about enough of it inasmuch as a short tale like this is more interesting than some of the author s
longer works wherein the complicated plots and lengthened mysteries are too apt to weary the reader before his curiosity is satisfied we
cannot help feeling quite an affection for the rogue perhaps because most of the other characters in the story are as selfish more wicked
and not so frankly conceited as he is and have none of his courage audacity and cleverness to redeem them we must all sympathize in his
marriage though it is not celebrated under the most favorable circumstances he being liable to the extreme penalty of the law at the time
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it seems hard that he should be captured tried and sentenced to transportation immediately after securing his wife but this proves the
beginning of his upward career of prosperity and respectability and we leave him happily settled with alicia in australia we do not wish to
destroy the interest of a book which is so dependent on the plot by telling more of the story and therefore leave it without further
comment to new readers

“The” Katha Sarit Sagara Or Ocean of the Streams of Story 2020-07-04
first book in the t wisted design series to look at beautiful confident eighteen year old warrior bellamy carrington one would never expect
the dark tragedies that had formed her the blood spilled the lives lost the pain and hopelessness that shaped her childhood orphaned at six
the young rogue born alpha vowed vengeance on the men who took her parents from her the men who stole happiness and love from her life and
she did training under the tutelage of vampires witches rogue wolves and other shapeshifters for six years bellamy became a deadly and
formidable force in the supernatural world but no one is perfect after killing the hunters she was captured by a dark witch beaten poisoned
collared in silver and slated for sacrifice in one of the witch s spells bellamy made one last push for life and escaped she was hopelessly
lost in pain weak and broken in so many ways bellamy gave up she decided her death would be on her own terms fate had other ideas a young
future pack alpha found her half drowned in a pond and saved her life he didn t care that she was a rogue warrick of the hunter s moon pack
only cared about preserving the life of the little girl warrick helped her find the life she deserved he found her an adoptive family and
became a true and compassionate friend to her valuing her strengths and supporting her completely bellamy found new purpose new hope and a
new life all she was missing was what she saw her friends and pack mates finding every day love a mate someone to be entirely hers she
never thought she d find a male worth offering for until she allowed herself to be taken captive by vampires when she met the man who could
change everything the other half of her broken heart

The Rogue for the Crown 2018-04-04
excerpt from the rogue s march a romance a few friends who were kind enough to follow the rogue s march from week to week in its serial
course would have me add foot notes on the ground that this story though by no means founded upon facts is nevertheless largely built up of
them i have howeyer my own prejudice against foot notes to fiction and i understand that notes at the end are never read i may therefore
state at the outset that the newgate scenes are as near the truth as i have been able to make them with the aid of sundry parliamentary
papers supplemented by the very kindly assistance of i believe the first living authority on the subject and a certain broad sheet is still
in existence as described and quoted with its vile verses and its illiterate but circumstan tial account of the execution of a man who was
not executed about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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The Thief and the Rogue 1882
this is extremely action packed full of twists and just an astounding read from the ashes of what was lost they will forge a blade that
will rip through the lands of the west and kealin s true power is growing taslun is dead and kealin s baby brother is in a city directly in
the path of the grand protectorate but the companions meet a powerful new ally a necromancer and she knows alri the survivors of the
riverlands become aligned with a force of magic forsaken and forbidden to the lands but through this magic they wage a war like none other
but will it be enough in the end this one volume omnibus is the complete songs of wrath trilogy the ending arc of a six book series and a
trilogy that has earned hundreds of fives star reviews on the individual books this paperback contains necromancer s curse half elf
chronicles book iv wrath of the half elves half elf chronicles book vthe last dwemahr half elf chronicles book vi get it now and embrace
the adventures readers have compared to r a salvatore s drizzt do urden and the forgotten realms world

A Dictionary of the English Language 2016-12-01

The Rogue 1896

Indian Antiquary 1896

Cases Decided in the Court of Session, Teind Court, Court of Exchequer and House of Lords
2015-10-25

The Rogue 2016-05-22

Betrayed 2007-07-01
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The Rogue's Kiss 2020

A Rogue's Life 2021-06-01

The Rogue Queen:book 2 1898

The Resources of the State of Oregon 2016-11-01

The Rogue's March 1892

The Resources of the State of Oregon 2019-10-02

The Rogue Elf of Urlas
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